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ABSTRACT Cabamiquine is a novel antimalarial agent that demonstrates the poten
tial for chemoprevention and treatment of malaria. In this article, the dose–expo
sure–response relationship of cabamiquine was characterized using a population 
pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic (PD) model, incorporating the effects of 
cabamiquine on parasite dynamics at the liver and blood stages of malaria infection. 
Modeling was performed sequentially. First, a three-compartmental population PK 
model was developed, comprising linear elimination, a transit absorption model in 
combination with first-order absorption, and a recirculation model. Second, this model 
was expanded into a PK/PD model using parasitemia data from an induced blood 
stage malaria (IBSM) human challenge model. To describe the parasite growth and 
killing in the blood, a turnover model was used. Finally, the liver stage parasite dynam
ics were characterized using data from a sporozoite challenge model (SpzCh), and 
system parameters were fixed based on biological plausibility. Cabamiquine concentra
tion in the central compartment was used to drive parasite killing at the blood and 
liver stages. Blood stage minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICb) were estimated at 
7.12 ng/mL [95% confidence interval (CI95%): 6.26–7.88 ng/mL] and 1.28 ng/mL (CI95%: 
1.12–1.43 ng/mL) for IBSM and SpzCh populations, respectively, while liver stage MICl 
was lower (0.61 ng/mL; CI95%: 0.24–0.96 ng/mL). In conclusion, a population PK/PD 
model was developed by incorporating parasite dynamics and drug activity at the 
blood and liver stages based on clinical data and biological knowledge. This model 
can potentially facilitate antimalarial agent development by supporting the efficient 
selection of the optimal dosing regimen.

KEYWORDS malaria, dose–response, model-based drug development

P arasite species of the genus Plasmodium are responsible for human malaria. 
Worldwide, this disease continues to cause an acute, debilitating illness associated 

with high mortality (1). Plasmodium falciparum is the most common and lethal malarial 
parasite, and if prompt and appropriate treatment is not received, it is associated with 
a high risk of complications and death (2, 3). Although several established treatments 
are available to treat falciparum malaria, the constantly evolving resistance to these 
treatments has resulted in a continuous need for the development of new antimalarial 
drugs (4, 5). Additionally, a cornerstone of malarial control is targeting the asymptotic 
liver stage infection through chemoprevention. However, available treatments present 
challenges (such as adverse effects and adherence to daily dosing regimens), again 
emphasizing the need for developing new drugs to prevent infection.

Cabamiquine (previously known as DDD107498 or M5717) is a new investigational 
compound that exhibits potent antimalarial activity against multiple life-cycle stages 
of the parasite. The molecular target of cabamiquine is the eukaryotic translation 
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elongation factor 2 (eEF2), which is responsible for the guanosine triphosphate-depend
ent translocation of the ribosome along mRNA and is therefore essential for protein 
synthesis (6, 7). With a long half-life [146 h–193 h at doses ≥200 mg (8)] and activity 
against the liver stage (9), cabamiquine has the potential to address several clinical needs 
in malaria chemotherapy, including single-dose treatment and transmission blocking via 
inhibition of gametocyte formation, and chemoprevention. It has demonstrated good 
pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) properties and an acceptable safety 
profile in preclinical studies, animal models (6, 7), and in a recently completed combined 
phase Ia and Ib experimental infection study in healthy subjects (8). The development 
of cabamiquine in the chemoprotection indication requires a good understanding of 
the effect of the molecule against all stages of malaria infection. However, the lack 
of direct measurement of liver-stage parasites makes the evaluation of the level of 
chemoprotection challenging. In this context, model-informed approaches can help 
generate evidence on the unobserved parasite dynamics and drug effects at the liver 
stage by combining clinical PK and blood-stage parasite data, as well as biological 
knowledge on the parasite life-cycle.

In this study, we characterized the dose–exposure–parasite killing relationship for 
cabamiquine at blood and liver stages via semi-mechanistic population PK/PD modeling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data set

Data are summarized in Fig. 1. Cabamiquine blood concentrations and blood-stage 
parasitemia are pooled from two phase I trials.

The first study was a phase I, first-in-human trial, in which the safety, tolerability, PK 
profile of oral doses of cabamiquine, and its activity against P. falciparum were assessed 

FIG 1 Flow chart summarizing the data available to inform each modeling step. IBSM: induced blood 

stage malaria, PD: pharmacodynamics, PK: pharmacokinetics, SpzCh: sporozoite challenge.
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in fasted healthy adult subjects (NCT03261401) (8). The trial was divided into two parts. 
Part 1 was a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, single ascending dose study 
consisting of nine dose cohorts. Part 2 was a P. falciparum-induced blood stage malaria 
model (IBSM) where healthy volunteers were inoculated with infected erythrocytes 
(strain 3D7) 8 days before cabamiquine administration. Healthy adult men (aged 18–55 
years) were included in the study. In this first study, cabamiquine was administered as 
succinate salt (1 mg of succinate salt is equivalent to 0.797 mg free base).

The second study was a phase Ib, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 
sequential study of single oral doses of cabamiquine conducted to explore its chemo
prophylactic activity in a controlled sporozoite challenge model (SpzCh) in healthy 
participants (10). Participants received cabamiquine at different doses (30 mg, 60 mg, 
80 mg, 100 mg, and 200 mg free base) or placebo in early and late liver stages, with the 
drug administered 2 h or 96 h after inoculation of approximately 3,200 sporozoites (strain 
NF54), respectively.

All participants provided written informed consent before the study trial procedures 
were initiated. Studies were approved by QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute 
Human Research Ethics Committee (8) and by the independent medical ethics commit
tee Stichting Beoordeling Ethiek Biomedisch Onderzoek (Assen, The Netherlands) (10).

Parasitemia was measured using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) with 
a lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) of 1 parasite/mL.

Model development

Population PK modeling

A population PK model for cabamiquine was developed using data from the two phase 
I trials. The two- and three-compartment structures, various models for absorption and 
recirculation, different inter-individual variability (IIV) parameterizations, and potential 
sources of dose-nonproportionality were explored. The absorption models considered 
comprised of a first-order process, inclusion of a recirculation model to describe the 
secondary peak, and a flexible transit compartment model, to reflect the highly variable 
absorption observed during graphical analysis.

Population PK/PD modeling

Blood-stage modeling

To incorporate the effect of cabamiquine on parasite killing, the population PK model 
was expanded using the parasitemia data from the IBSM study. Individual PK parameter 
estimates were carried forward into the PKPD model. Owing to a low number of subjects, 
the high variability in the data, and the need to support the straightforward derivation 
of efficacy parameters, a simple turnover model was used to describe the parasite 
dynamics at the blood stage, similar to the approach adopted by Krause et al. (11). 
The model was defined in terms of the parasite growth (kgrowth) and killing (kki; Fig. 2) 
rate constants, with IIV being assessed on all structural parameters. An Emax model was 
used to characterize the drug-mediated killing effect of parasites. The Hill coefficient 
was fixed to a value obtained during previous analyses (12). To handle the delay in the 
onset of effect in the first 48 h as evidenced by visual exploration of parasitemia data, an 
exponential function was tested (Fig. 2), to allow killing rates to maximize over time.

Joint blood- and liver-stage modeling

The liver-stage compartment was added to the blood-stage model using data from 
SpzCh study and the following methodology. System parameters were fixed based on 
biological knowledge (13) (i.e., the transfer function from the liver to blood, parasite 
growth rate constant in liver kgr,l, and a fraction of inoculated sporozoites invading 
hepatocytes Finc). Assuming exponential growth and considering that 30,000 merozoites 
are released by each infected hepatocyte after 6 days, kgr,l was calculated to be 0.072/h 
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(Fig. 2). A previously reported transfer function (13) was used to characterize the release 
of merozoites from the liver to blood. Briefly, this function assumes a quick invasion of 
erythrocytes by merozoites (10 min) and a release of the major part of merozoites at day 
6 ± 30 min (Fig. 2). Considering the limited placebo data available from the SpzCh study, 
Finc was fixed to a previously reported value (13) corresponding to a typical value of four 
infected hepatocytes with IIV. The blood volume was assumed to be 5 L for all subjects 
(14). Additionally, some parameters estimated during blood-stage modeling were fixed 
(i.e., baseline parasite count in the IBSM study P0 with IIV, parasite growth rate constant 
in blood kgr,b with IIV, parasite killing rate constant kki with IIV, delay rate constant kt, and 
Hill coefficient γ) to allow precise estimation of the drug effect parameter on the liver. 
Several parametrizations were compared in terms of shared parameters between blood- 
and liver-stage models, and IIV.

Derivation of key efficacy parameters

From the final PD models, the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and the 
concentration at which the parasite killing effect is at 90% of the maximum (minimum 
parasiticidal concentration, MPC90) at both blood and liver stages were derived as 
follows (15):

MIC = EC50 ⋅ kgrkki − kgr
1γ

MPC90 = 9
1γ ⋅ EC50

where kgr denotes the parasite growth rate in blood or liver, EC50 is the drug 
concentration required to produce 50% of the maximal killing rate in blood or liver, 

FIG 2 Schematic representation of the PK/PD model at blood and liver stages. CL, clearance; Ccab, cabamiquine concentration in the central compartment; 

ka, absorption rate constant; kg1, depot to absorption transfer rate constant; k2g, central to depot transfer rate constant; ktr, transit rate between compart

ments; MTIME, depot emptying time; MTT, mean transit time; Q2, intercompartmental clearance 1; Q3, intercompartmental clearance 2; V2, central volume of 

distribution; V3, peripheral volume of distribution 1; V4, peripheral volume of distribution 2. EC50,b, cabamiquine concentration at which half of the maximum 

effect is attained at the blood stage; EC50,l, cabamiquine concentration at which half of the maximum effect is attained at the liver stage; Finc, fraction of 

infectious inoculated sporozoites that invade hepatocytes; Inoculum, number of injected sporozoites; kgr,b, parasite growth rate in blood; kgr,l, parasite growth 

rate in liver; kki, parasite killing rate; klb, rate of merozoites invading erythrocytes once they leave hepatocytes; kt, delay rate constant; Trlb, cumulative fraction of 

hepatocytes that burst over time; T50, time by which half the hepatocytes burst after inoculation; γ, Hill coefficient; σlb, the distribution of release around T50.
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kki denotes the parasite killing rate, and γ denotes a shape parameter describing the 
shape of the relationship.

Software

R (version 4.1.1) was used for exploratory analyses, data management, and post-process
ing steps. Population PK and PK/PD modeling were performed using the nonlinear 
mixed-effect modeling software Monolix (version 2021R2) with the stochastic approxi
mation expectation–maximization (SAEM) estimation algorithm. Data below the lower 
limit of quantification (BLOQ) were handled using the M3 method (16). Model-based 
simulations were conducted using Simulx (version 2021R2). All computational software 
was installed in a validated GxP environment.

Model qualification

Models were evaluated using standard criteria, including objective function value (OFV), 
goodness-of-fit plots, and the uncertainty and plausibility of parameter estimates. Given 
the low number of individuals and the relative complexity of the models, their robust
ness and their sensitivity to initial conditions were evaluated using the convergence 
assessment tool in Monolix. Additionally, visual predictive checks (VPCs) were used to 
evaluate the predictive performances of the models by comparing observations with 
90% prediction intervals derived from 500 simulations (17).

Model evaluation

The model was evaluated by comparing the observed and predicted success rates across 
dose groups, based on the conditions of the trials (i.e., design and sample size). The 
Clopper–Pearson interval was used to compute the CI95% of the observed success rates. 
To estimate the predicted success rate, simulated participants with parasitemia below 
1 parasite in the body (i.e., 1 p/5,000 mL) were not allowed to recrudesce and were 
considered cured for the remaining simulation time (18). This was used as a pragmatic 
approach to avoid implausible recrudescence simply attributed to the exponential 
nature of the growth phase since such a low parasitemia threshold would certainly not 
lead to recrudescence in clinical practice owing to the response of the immune system. 
Success rates were then defined as follows:

1. IBSM study: percentage of subjects without recrudescence (defined as >5,000 
parasites/mL and ≥two-fold increase within 48 h)

2. SpzCh study: percentage of participants without positive parasitemia (defined 
as first positive qPCR outcome of ≥100 parasites/mL of blood within 28 days of 
SpzCh)

Virtual trials were replicated 1,000 times, and medians and CI95% values of predicted 
success rates were computed for each treatment group.

RESULTS

PK/PD data

The PK data set comprised 1,823 evaluable cabamiquine concentrations from 101 
healthy subjects across 14 doses (Fig. 1). The PK profile of cabamiquine was complex, 
showing greater than dose proportionality, highly variable absorption, and secondary 
peaks (Fig. 3).

For blood-stage modeling, 501 parasitemia measures across three dose levels (150 
mg, 400 mg, and 800 mg, succinate salt) were evaluated from 22 participants in the 
IBSM challenge model (Fig. 1). Parasitemia time profiles from IBSM subjects are shown 
in Fig. 4 (left panel). This plot revealed several noteworthy features in parasitemia data. 
As previously reported (8), the parasite life cycle was highly synchronous in all subjects, 
with a regular dip in parasite level coinciding with sequestration of parasites during the 
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latter half of the life cycle. Close examination of the pre-dose parasite growth revealed 
that although the growth rate was consistent across all subjects, there were profound 
differences in the extent of parasitemia at the time of dosing. Additionally, as previously 
reported (8), the decline of parasitemia after dose administration exhibited a biphasic 
pattern, with the first phase occurring from 6 h to 48 h after cabamiquine dosing, 
followed by a second phase (the main killing phase). Killing of parasites was observed 
in all subjects following cabamiquine treatment. Recrudescent parasitemia occurred in 
three of the six subjects in the 150 mg group (50%) and two of the eight subjects in the 
400 mg group (25%), but no recrudescence was observed in the 800 mg group.

The liver-stage modeling was developed based on 50 evaluable parasitemia data 
from 39 participants receiving placebo (n = 9) or cabamiquine (n = 30) across eight dose 
levels (30 mg, 60 mg, 80 mg, 100 mg, 150 mg, 200 mg, 400 mg, and 800 mg; free base) 
(Fig. 1). Parasitemia time profiles from SpzCh subjects are shown in Fig. 4 (right panel). 
This plot highlights the delay in parasitemia appearance in a dose-dependent manner 
and complete protection with 100 mg and 200 mg cabamiquine.

Overall, 60% of parasitemia measures were below the LLOQ, most of them (72%) 
being collected in the SpzCh study.

Population PK modeling

The final parsimonious population PK model had three compartments, with linear 
elimination, a transit absorption model in combination with first-order absorption, 
and a recirculation model to account for a secondary peak between 24 h and 30 h. 
In the recirculation model, the drug was allowed to collect in a depot compartment 
before being released as a bolus back into the absorption compartment, with a strong 
inverse relationship between the central volume of distribution and dose (with a power 
coefficient of −0.530; Supplementary Material 1). Several attempts were made to account 

FIG 3 Geometric mean concentration–time profiles of cabamiquine by study and dose group until day 10. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals (assessed as 

the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles by nominal time point). IBSM: induced blood stage malaria.
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for the observed lack of dose-proportionality in the PK data, and it became clear that the 
issue lay with distribution rather than clearance. Various mechanistic attempts to explain 
the observations in terms of (more) complex absorption and tissue binding failed, and 
it was ultimately necessary to include an empirical covariate effect of dose on V2/F 
in the model. The rate of transfer of cabamiquine into the depot recirculation compart
ment (kg1) was fixed to improve the model’s stability and allow reasonable uncertainty 
estimates for the model parameters. IIV was estimated on apparent clearance (CL/F), 
apparent central volume of distribution (V2/F), bioavailability (F) and absorption rate (ka), 
transit rate between compartments (ktr), mean transit time (MTT), and central to depot 
transfer rate constant (k2g). Allometric scaling was applied to clearance and volume 
parameters (19). Standard diagnostic goodness-of-fit plots revealed no unacceptable 
trends, and VPCs evidenced the good predictive performances of the model (Supple
mentary Material 2). Therefore, the population PK model was judged to be acceptable for 
use in further PK/PD model development.

Population PK/PD modeling

Blood-stage modeling

High IIV was estimated on the baseline parasitemia parameter [coefficient of variation 
(CV%) of IIV of 197], consistent with graphical explorations. However, and as previously 
reported (8), the parasite growth rate was consistent across all subjects, with a lower IIV 
estimated on this parameter CV% 12). IIV was also estimated on the blood-stage EC50 
(EC50,b,IBSM) and the growth and killing rate constants (kgr,b and kki, respectively). The 
biphasic pattern of parasitemia decline was described through an inverse-exponential 
model with a typical half-life of 23.1 h before maximal killing.

In the final blood-stage model, parameters were precisely estimated [relative 
standard error (RSE) ≤42%; Supplementary Material 3], and VPCs showed close align
ment between observations and predictions (Supplementary Material 4). Individual plots 
showed that the model could describe and predict recrudescence adequately (data not 

FIG 4 Individual parasitemia profiles over time in the IBSM subjects between 96 h pre-dose and 120 h post-dose (left panel) and in the SpzCh subjects (right 

panel). LLOQ: lower limit of quantification.
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shown). Shrinkage was also high across all IIV parameters for the parasitemia turnover 
model, likely a reflection of the relatively small number of subjects (data not shown).

Joint blood- and liver-stage modeling

The same structural model was used to describe parasite life cycle and drug activity at 
blood and liver stages. Killing and delay rate constants (kki and kt, respectively) were 
assumed to be similar for blood and liver to allow for the estimation of the liver stage 
EC50 (EC50,l) with a robust convergence. A 100% correlation was assumed between the 
growth rate constants in blood and liver (kgr,b and kgr,l, respectively). The limited data 
from SpzCh study prevented the estimation of a dedicated kgr,b for this population to 
account for potential differences between the two parasite strains. Nevertheless, our 
value was in fair concordance with the one reported in the literature (13). In the first 
attempts, we estimated a shared EC50,b parameter for the IBSM and SpzCh populations. 
However, this resulted in a very low estimation of EC50,b, not comparable with that 
obtained in the blood-stage model. Graphical explorations of these results revealed that 
this low parameter estimate was mainly driven by individuals from the SpzCh study, with 
higher values estimated for patients from IBSM study. Therefore, we estimated separate 
blood-stage EC50 for the IBSM and SpzCh studies (i.e., EC50,b,IBSM and EC50,b,SpzCh, 
respectively), resulting in lower OFV and improved VPCs. The estimation of IIV on EC50,l 
was not supported by the data, which likely reflects the relatively low number of subjects 
and the large proportion of BLOQ data in the SpzCh population. Table 1 shows the 
parameter estimates of the final joint blood and liver stages model. The VPCs shown in 
Fig. 5 illustrate that the joint PK/PD model adequately regenerated the parasitemia data 
in both study populations, although we observed a trend for overprediction in the initial 

TABLE 1 Parameter estimates for the joint blood- and liver-stage model

Parameter Estimate Relative 
standard 
error (%)

Baseline parasitemia (P0, parasites/mL)a 0.03
Parasite killing rate (kki /h)a 0.21
EC50,b,IBSM (ng/mL) 7.60 10.2
EC50,b,SpzCh (ng/mL)c 1.29
EC50,l (ng/mL) 0.66 19.9
Parasite growth rate (kgr,b /h)a 0.064
Hill coefficient (γ)a 19
Delay rate constant (kt /h)a 0.030
Rate of merozoites invading erythrocytes (klb /h)b 6
Time by which half the hepatocytes burst after infection (T50, h)b 144
Distribution of release around time (σlb)b 0.1
Parasite growth rate in liver (kgr,l)

b 0.072
Fraction of infectious inoculated sporozoites invading hepatocytes 

(Finc)b

0.0012

IIV on P0
a 197

IIV on kki
a 19

IIV on EC50,b,IBSM 45 16.8
IIV on kgr,b

a 12
IIV on kgr,l

a 11
IIV on Finc

b 14
Correlation between kgr,b and kgr,l 1 Fixed
Residual error [parasitemia, log(/mL)] 1.68 3.30
aParameters fixed to the values estimated during blood-stage modeling.
bParameters fixed based on literature data (13)
cEquation of the effect of SpzCh study based on EC50,b,IBSM: EC50,b,SpzCh = EC50,b,IBSM × (1−θ × SpzCh) with SpzCh 
being equal to 0 or 1 for IBSM and SpzCh populations, respectively. The effect parameter (i.e., θ) was estimated to 
be 0.83 with RSE 0.4%.
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phase of SpzCh parasitemia profile. Further exploration revealed that this was mainly 
attributed to the placebo group, although the low number of subjects in each dose 
group prevented the correct interpretation of VPCs stratified by dose. Individual plots 
for all subjects showed reasonable agreement between the observed and predicted 
parasitemia profiles.

Derivation of key efficacy parameters

Table 2 summarizes MIC and MPC90 values derived from PK/PD models and shows that 
EC50,b values for IBSM were similar across models. Overall, MIC and MPC90 were lower for 
the SpzCh population than for the IBSM population, and the parameters were lower in 
the liver than in the blood.

FIG 5 Visual predictive check for the joint blood- and liver-stage model. Points are observations. Solid lines are median observations and 90% intervals for 

observations. Pink- and blue-shaded areas are 90% intervals for the predicted median and 90% intervals for 90% ranges of observations, respectively. The gray 

dotted line shows the LLOQ. IBSM: induced blood stage malaria, SpzCh: sporozoite challenge.

TABLE 2 Comparison of key efficacy parameters derived from different modelsa

Parameter Blood-stage model Joint blood- and liver-stage model

MICb,IBSM 7.51 (6.72–8.25) 7.12 (6.26–7.88)
MICb,SpzCh 1.28 (1.12–1.43)
MICl 0.61 [0.24–0.96]
MPC90,b,IBSM 8.84 (8.52–9.15) 8.35 (8.12–8.56)
MPC90,b,SPzCh 1.50 (1.44–1.57)
MPC90,l 0.70 (0.28–1.11)
aResults are presented as median (CI95%), computed using variance–covariance matrix to reflect the uncertainty of 
parameter estimates.
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Model evaluation

Despite a large variability likely due to the small number of participants, model-based 
simulations highlighted the adequate predictive performances of the model. Predicted 
CI95% of success rates largely overlapped the observed ones, as evidenced in Fig. 6. 
Results should be interpreted with caution because success rates are impacted by the 
low sample size in each dose group.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed a semi-mechanistic population PK/PD model to characterize 
cabamiquine’s killing effect on parasites at the blood and liver stages.

The final PK model designed for this investigation reflected the complex and 
nonlinear distribution processes of cabamiquine. The presence of secondary peaks in 
the PK profile of cabamiquine, notably at 6–8 h and 24–30 h post-dosing, which loosely 
correspond to mealtimes, suggest enterohepatic recycling, a process wherein xenobiot
ics entering the alimentary tract are absorbed and then re-excreted into the bile to 
be re-deposited in the intestinal lumen for repeat absorption (20). As observed for 
cabamiquine, drugs subject to enterohepatic recycling are often characterized by a long 
half-life and multiple concentration peaks. A recycling model was useful for characteriz
ing the secondary peaks at 24–30 h post-dose. The PK model was as semi-mechanistic as 
could be supported by the data; however, absorption, distribution, and recycling are the 
result of related processes, and once these processes are better understood and more 
data are available, it may be possible to develop a more physiologically plausible model. 
Despite these limitations, this PK model was deemed to be suitable and was successfully 

FIG 6 Observed (purple) and predicted (green) success rates for IBSM and SpzCh populations. Medians are represented with points and 95% confidence 

intervals with bars. IBSM: induced blood stage malaria, SpzCh: sporozoite challenge.
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used in combination with in vitro data to predict the starting dose to be used in the 
SpzCh study through model-based simulations (9).

The PK model provided the starting point for a joint PK/PD model that describes 
the effect of drug concentration on parasitemia profiles at blood and liver stages of 
malaria infection. Although the final model simplified the complex underlying process 
related to the PK/PD of cabamiquine in humans, it enabled an investigation of the dose–
exposure–parasite killing relationship via modeling. Considering the limited number 
of subjects and the underlying complexity of the system, an empirical approach was 
used to describe the concentration-effect relationship of cabamiquine. This model 
was considered to be appropriate and improved our understanding of the concentra
tion–effect relationship of cabamiquine. Owing to the lack of direct measurement of 
parasites in the liver, the structural model of the blood stage had to be borrowed and 
completed based on biological knowledge about parasite life cycle to infer parasites’ 
dynamics in the liver. The challenge of characterizing drug activity at the liver stage is 
common to all antimalaria clinical programs. Nevertheless, by leveraging semi-mechanis
tic modeling to integrate quantitative data and qualitative knowledge, such population 
PK/PD analyses can potentially support clinical drug development.

In the final model, MICb was estimated to be lower in the SpzCh population than 
in the IBSM population (EC50,b values of 1.28 ng/mL and 7.12 ng/mL, respectively). 
This difference may arise from the effect of cabamiquine at the liver stage, not only 
reducing the density of parasites reaching blood but also affecting their viability (21). We 
hypothesized that cabamiquine killed and damaged parasites in the liver, thus reducing 
the survival of the merozoites released thereafter into the bloodstream. Thus, lower 
drug concentrations might be required to kill such drug-damaged parasites. Further 
studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis. MICl was estimated at a lower value of 
0.61 ng/mL, reflecting the superior efficacy of cabamiquine in the liver than in the blood. 
This is consistent with previously published results wherein the pre-erythrocytic activity 
of cabamiquine was demonstrated in vitro (6), and with the observed clinical data in 
healthy volunteers requiring lower doses for chemoprevention than cure.

Overall, we confirmed that it is possible to infer information about drug effects at the 
liver stage by combining prior knowledge about parasite life cycle and clinical data in 
a mathematical model. The integration of data from two studies with different designs 
allowed the assessment of drug effects at the blood and liver stages. Such a methodol
ogy can potentially support the development of antimalarial compounds by providing a 
better understanding of drug effects at different stages of the parasite life cycle. Future 
extensions of this study involve model-based simulations to predict efficacy in the cure 
and chemoprophylactic settings. By comparing several scenarios in terms of timing and 
levels of infections, such simulations have value in enabling a more efficient selection 
of appropriate dosing regimens, thereby increasing the probability of success in later 
development phases in this critical therapeutic area. The model can also be improved to 
include re-infection scenarios with multiple mosquito bites, better reflecting a real-world 
setting. Finally, to evaluate the impact of administering cabamiquine in malaria-endemic 
regions, PK and PD parameters can be embedded within malaria transmission models, 
taking into consideration different transmission patterns, treatment access, and health 
system costs (22).

This study has some limitations. Parasitemia data were derived from a relatively 
small and homogenous population of 61 healthy, malaria-naïve adult Caucasian men. 
Therefore, the results reported herein should be viewed in this context (23), and the 
model may require to be updated when data from a patient population are availa
ble to better understand the similarity or otherwise of PK/PD parameters between 
healthy malaria-naïve subjects and patients with variable immunity. Furthermore, drug 
effects were evaluated when administered in monotherapy. However, combinations of 
antimalarial drugs with different targets or resistance mechanisms should be admin
istered to delay the development of de novo resistance in a real-world setting, in 
order to prolong their effective therapeutic life, as recommended by the World Health 
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Organization (24). Although the combination should retain high antimalarial efficacy, the 
components of the combination should also provide mutual protection against selection 
for resistance to the individual components (25). In this context, a pre-clinical study was 
conducted to evaluate the parasitological behavior and PK parameters of cabamiquine 
and pyronaridine when used in combination (4). The results demonstrated the absence 
of PK interaction and an additive parasitological effect of the two compounds. Further 
in vitro and in vivo studies have been conducted to validate pyronaridine as a suitable 
partner drug for cabamiquine as a chemoprevention treatment, which supports the 
clinical evaluation of this novel combination therapy (26).

Conclusions

A population PK/PD model was successfully developed to characterize cabamiquine 
activity against the blood and liver stages of malaria infection. The model suggested a 
higher potency of cabamiquine at the liver stage compared to the blood stage, which 
is consistent with the observed clinical data. This framework provides a quantitative 
understanding of the antimalarial activity of cabamiquine and can be used to support 
dose selections and study designs for future cure and chemoprevention trials.
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